The College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences (CAES) Rural Scholars Program recognizes the duty of our college to promote a student population that reflects the diversity of the entire state. This program aims to increase rural student involvement by eliminating financial obstacles and providing world-class opportunities to students.

Candidates must be incoming, first-year University of Georgia students from one of Georgia’s rural communities. The optimal candidate has excelled academically, shown strong leadership abilities, has a record of community service, and seeks a degree in CAES.

The Rural Scholars Program is rooted in our CAES family atmosphere. Scholars are provided support, guidance and experiential learning opportunities. Scholars also have access to transformative programs like Thrive at Georgia and UGA's ALL Georgia Program.

By providing support for rural scholars, your gift can help recruit bright, capable students from all corners of the state who will learn to tackle the complex challenges in agricultural and environmental sciences from industry sustainability and policy-making to advancing technology and research.

Watch the CAES Rural Scholars video to learn more.

GIFTS OF ALL SIZES ARE NEEDED TO SUPPORT CAES RURAL SCHOLARS.

One-time and recurring gifts can support annual costs. Endowments to establish a named CAES Rural Scholars fund in perpetuity range from $100,000 (funds half of a scholarship) to $200,000 (funds full scholarship). A gift of $25,000 provides funds for one scholar. Endowed and non-endowed gift options can be completed over multiple years.

GIVE TODAY.

- Make a one-time or recurring gift to the CAES Rural Scholars Operational Fund.
- Create an endowment that will ensure student support in perpetuity.
- Build a legacy through planned giving.
- Multiply the impact of your gift through matching gifts.

caes.uga.edu/ruralscholars
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